A tightly packed schedule of events will keep undergraduates and grad students busy throughout the day. The prime attraction being the annual disaster drill Tuesday with more than 500 people and a large contingent of Huntington Hospital nurses, who were chosen in a lottery. Admission is free on student cards, or tickets can be purchased at the game.

The Homecoming dance will be held throughout the school year. It will be on the campus, and the name will be changed to the university. The Homecoming Queen will talk on characteristi cs of properties and of the planet Mars.

To date, the conference has been reasonably high-level and scientific; it is hoped that the discussion can be kept in this plane, so that a maximum amount of non-trivial information can be conveyed. The discussions, though, are generalized and all faculty and students are invited to attend.

Brown Speaks
Among the recent speakers at the conference were Dr. Harri son Brown of Caltech, who spoke on McMedia and Their Properties, and Ernest Reckten of JPL, who talked on Space Communication.

Committee Grumbles Along

The only controversy subject involving drawing lots. Un- answered questions include: Should present non-resident members who wish to present his widely regarded, while that, the probability of drawing lots to fill the new Houses, and the Daily Trojan, Throop Club, or other groups, joining a single

Committee members stated repeatedly that the New Student House Hall, which was passed out this week, may help under- line the most serious problems connected with the new Houses.

Concerning graduate students and facilities, committee mem bers were authority stated that a few graduates will be included in the new Houses for the first year or so. For that, the Antioch and that planned facilities in the new Houses are about the same as the ones in the old ones — with planned improvements.

Everybody agreed that groups joining the new Houses should create no specific imbalance of classes.

Students Invited
Tech Spacemen Air Findings In Weekly JPL Conference

BY TOM TISCH

Next Tuesday Caltech will host the eighth meeting of the new Caltech-JPL Space Science Research Conference when Dr. H. C. Urey will talk on the origin of the solar system.

With the inauguration of this seminar, Caltech has formally expanded into a new field. The conference comes about as a result of the need of space scientists to air their findings, and if the interest of faculty and students in this new field.

Responsibility for the planning of the space conference rests with a joint Caltech-JPL Committee, whose members are Albert R. Hibbs (Chem.) and Henry Hibbs (Chem.) and Robert Sheldon and Harrison Brown.

Conceived Over Summer

Conceived over the summer, the weekly space conference will be held throughout the school year. Primarily it will supply background information to the problems now being encountered in space research.

Such information will concern space environments, instrumentation, limitations with regard to life, times and energy consumption, and other related fields. Hopefully, it is thought that his conference may plant seeds of thought in interested people, and that as a result, answers to some of the many problems will come forth.

JPL Cooperator

The conference is also an indication of the great spirit of cooperation between JPL and the Caltech campus. It is hoped that an interchange of information will shed light on some of the more difficult questions.

Band, Queens To Highlight CHM Game

Here is a condensed version of the Homecoming schedule for tomorrow night:

8:00—Homecoming Dance in Dabney Hall lounge.

9:30—Homecoming Dance in Dabney Hall lounge. 

10:00—Homecoming Dance in Dabney Hall lounge.

10:30—Homecoming Dance in Dabney Hall lounge.
The Big Game

Tomorrow night is our Homecoming football game. It's also the last game of the season. Homecoming is not a very big thing at Caltech. Neither, this year at least, has been football.

We've supported the better part of last week in New York City, attending the annual convention of the Associated Collegiate Press and doing a little sightseeing.

The convention was not the most valuable thing we've ever seen, but parts of it were fairly interesting. There were over 1,100 people there—about two-thirds from college newspapers and the rest from yearbooks and magazines. Most of the delegates were from the South or from New York itself. One woman's school in Mississippi sent ten delegates.

But tomorrow night is probably the best chance we've had all year. Despite their difficulties, including the lack of support they've received, the team is in surprisingly good spirits. They'd like to win one for a change. The fans have several good friends in the seniors on the squad. Men like Holland, Hartung, Gotschall, Siegel, Hoof, Cooper, Rubin and Long are good football players. They deserve some thanks.

We don't expect a Big Ten rooting section, just as we don't expect anything out of the students. To give a good boost by going to the game. It's not such a bad way to spend a part of an evening. Besides, the Queen will be crowned at halftime.

That's tomorrow night, 8 p.m., in the Rose Bowl.
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Letters To The Editor

Editor, the California Tech:

Doug Shakel's "Engineering and Science" article on the Student House has provided a great deal of well-deserved protest. Unfortunately, it tends more to betray his author's ignorance than to illuminate his subject.

As a member of Theta, I am naturally sorry to see the club pass over in a single sentence. If Shakel were really interested in a last look at the old order, he might have taken a little more time with the one House which is definitely in its last year. This action makes it evident that, although secretary of the IFC, he knows little and cares less about one-third of the undergraduates.

The author's narrow, provincial viewpoint is even more apparent, however, in his treatment of the Trojan Reserve: I would invite several good friends in the Lamplights, none of whom are "surly,..." "slowly,..." "scurriligious," or "obscene." Neither are the Blazermen always "barefoot and unhaven." The discussion of Ricketts, insofar as it is true at all, represents a situation which has disappeared. For that matter, Shakel does not even give a true or complete picture of the best features of his own house.

Shakel has selected a few superficial details about each House and unsuccessfully attempted to generalize from these. There is material for thought in the polity he makes. But I would suggest that, before again attempting to analyze the Student Houses critically in a nationalized, circulated magazine, Shakel make a deeper, more honest study of the elements of house character.

GARY CHAMNESS

(큻or's Note: Shakel's monumental work appears in the November issue of the E & S, available in the bookstore.)

Opinion

Plan Offered To Combat Communism

BY LARRY McCOMBS

I read with interest the article concerning the House Un-American Activities Committee which you ran recently but was very surprised to find that the author had shown so little original thought in their comments. While criticizing the committee for enforcing conformity with its ideas, the authors merely conformed to the ideas and charges spread by other groups and individuals. I think that the problem here is worth of some what deeper consideration than that.

George Orwell, in his famous Animal Farm, has suggested an analogy which may be extended for the purposes of this discussion. You will recall that the animals on the farm had tired of the oppressive and exploitative rule of the humans who did little useful work but absorbed all the profits; and so the animals drove the humans from the farm and set up Animal Farm. But it wasn't long before the pigs, the smartest of the animals, began to take over the privileges formerly enjoyed by the humans, and soon they were living in the house and running the farm under the slogan: "All animals are equal, but some are more equal than others."

Nearby Farms

Now let us extend Mr. Orwell's analogy a bit to look at the situation on the nearby farms. Here the humans still own the farms, but through the years the animals had come to have more and more voice in the affairs of the farm. They had gained the right to refuse to work if they were not happy with things, and in the election of the farm's managing committee they had an equal voice with the humans.

Through the years, many rules had grown up to protect the rights of both humans and animals.

Pigs Taking Over

But the inhabitants of Animal Farm, perhaps goaded by the desire of the pigs for more power, had decided in all sincerity that they had a duty to free all animals from human rule. So they sent some of their own animals to live on the other farms, and converted many of the native animals to their own ideas. Because it would obviously be a perfect world once the humans were gone, they felt it was worth a few sacrifices to reach that world. If the stupid animals on other farms refused to cooperate in overthrowing the attains of the farm, they ignored their preference. They would not have pigs to store the aspect, was not as neccessary as any other convenient method.

So the Animal Farm expanded and grew — now co-operating with the humans, now violently fighting them, as the cause of animalism prompted — until it encompassed one-half of the country. Many of the humans retired to the animals on other farms, who felt that the rule of the pigs was a step backward instead of a step forward, began to try to take steps to halt the agents of Animal Farm from working within their borders. But every time they were caught, the animalists squealed loud and loudly about their rights. Some how no one seemed to notice that these were the very rights which the animalists intended to replace with the Animal Farm slogan.

"Traitors!"

Well, let's leave the rest of the analogy, as the text book says, as an exercise for the reader, and come back to the real world. We certainly need to protect the rights of the Communist. At the same time we have to realize that the Communist has forewarned some of the duties which accompany those rights. He has forewarned the duty to try to solve all disputes by legal means. In the words of Lenin, even more the hero of Communists since the de-throning of Stalin, "The party which under the rule of the bourgeois... does not carry on systematic, all-sided, illegal work in spite of the laws of the bourgeois party is a party of traitors and enemies of the revolution."

In a situation where a citizen

(Continued on page 8)

QUEEN. First chance you get, really treat her royally. Celebrate your date with Budweiser, the King of Beers!
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Mrs. Lyall, ‘Doc’ Haines
To Exchange Vows Nov. 24

Mrs. Florence Lyall was feted recently at a dinner given by Mike Marjorie Cheney in honor of the forthcoming November 24 wedding of Mrs. Lyall to Dr. Floyd Haines. Dr. Haines and Mrs. Lyall had previously announced their engagement and set the date of the wedding.

Mrs. Lyall has been head of the Graduate Dormitories and the Institute Cafeteria for the past nine years. Previously, she made her home in Detroit, Mich. Dr. Haines (reverently known as “Doc” to all athletes) is the school trainer and team physician.

Mrs. Lyall was quite beautiful in a brown taffeta dress; the hostess, Miss Cheney, was attired in a light beige sheath, which flared slightly at the bottom.

Dr. Haines and Mrs. Lyall will make their home on Del Mar Ave. at the present residence of Doc Haines, after a honeymoon trip to La Jolla.

UR Quartet Set
Sunday Concerts

The Peld Quartet, quartet-in-residence at the University of Redlands, will present a chamber music concert Sunday evening at 8:15 in Dabney Lounge. The group will play Beethoven’s quartet in C minor, opus 18, number 4; four sonnets for soprano and string quartet by Elton Remick Warren, and quartet in D major, opus 44, by Mendelssohn.

Y Finance Drive
Ends Tomorrow

Today and tomorrow Y Finance Drive solicitors will be striving to see successfully all students. According to treasurer Robert Nason, this year’s drive has two purposes: to finance the Y and to inform students about the programs and various activities. Solicitors can return their cards to the chairman or the Y office.

Salem’s special High Porosity paper
“Air-Softens” every puff

Invisible porous openings blend fresh air with each puff for a milder, cooler, more refreshing smoke.

Salem research creates a revolutionary new cigarette paper that makes Salem taste more Springtime-fresh than ever! Richer, too. Smoke refreshed...smoke Salem.

NOW MORE THAN EVER Salem refreshes your taste

Salem

menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
Theseus entered the temple and placed his sacrifice of a white bull-calf on the altar. He sprinkled lamentations to Poseidon, the horse-god, who rumbles in the caverns beneath the sea. After giving his offering, he looked for a sign, and turning his head upward, he saw an eagle circle and dip its left wing. His journey could only be good.

It was at this time that I realized that the life we were leading was meaningless and full of desires that could never be realized. It was obvious that none of the women in our camp had the things that we all wanted: an understanding without hypocrisy and the attitude that would fulfill our thirst. As the candidates for the queen that would reign over all of us came past me, one by one, I could see and hear the crowd at stadium cheering her with a hopefervor; although she was queen, she was not queen over each one of them—she was not for them individually, but only for a mass; a huge, shapeless thing that really had no heart, and the mass was nothing to her but a means.

I talked to them because they were immodest and smiled at everyone and I wanted to know why they wanted to rule over us, even if it were only for the games. But they were no more than smiles to me, as to every, one, and they would never fulfill the desires of anyone because we were the huge and shapeless mass; the gods have ruled it usually...

It is strange that I had not seen it before. If we had not been raised to think in terms of lovely women, with their deceitful veils and their intrigues and petty misgivings, how much happier we would all be. Our lives would be orderly and honorable, as all good men's lives should be. Instead of electing a Queen of the Games, we should elect a King of the Games. How much better we would choose him. We would base our decision not only on his physical beauty, but on his charm and wit and ability with the lyre. And we would know him and it wouldn't be just another year because he wouldn't go back to Samos and would be each of ours individually...

But we must all face our fate; the gods have ruled it thus.
Positive Bias

Random Comments On Many Things

BY PIERRE SUNDBORG

Well, with the interhouse over and Molee returned, things settle back to normal, and Positive Bias stages a comeback. Speaking of Das Interhaus, congratulations to Gertie Long for the fine job on the sound system in the Ricketts courtyard. This marked the first time the speaker equipment was used for interhouse and I hope it will set a precedent. For those who wondered about the equipment: a Shure stereo cartridge drove two Dynakit preamplifiers and two Mark III amplifiers. These drove the right and left speaker systems.

A matrixing circuit connected to the output of these two amplifiers puts a sum signal into a third Dynakit preamplifier combination, which drove a third speaker in the center of the installation. This was used to fill up the hole-in-the-middle between the two outside speakers. The result was a lot of good sound.

For the FM fans, here's a complete listing of the FM stations in the area. It contains a few stations not listed in The Times, and is arranged in order for frequency, which appears to make a little more sense than alphabetical order.

91.9 KJNO—Long Beach
88.7 KLXI—L.A.
89.0 KGPC—Chiricahua
90.3 KPLS—Pomona
90.9 KCOR—Santa Monica
90.7 KFPM—L.A.
91.5 KUSC—L.A.
91.9 KVCR—San Bernardino
92.3 KFAC—L.A.
93.1 KNX—L.A.
93.9 KXOL—Santa Monica
94.3 KVFM—San Fernando
94.7 KHCM—L.A.
95.0 KARQ—L.A.
95.3 KHID—L.A.
95.7 KWZJ—Santa Ana
95.9 KXOL—L.A.
96.2 KGOU—Riverside
97.0 KSNO—Long Beach
98.3 KCOR—Corona
98.7 KBCA—L.A.
99.5 KJOP—L.A.
99.9 KGMW—San Bernardino
100.3 KMLA—L.A.
100.5 KCFS—San Diego
101.2 KFHI—L.A.
101.9 KUPF—Glendale
102.1 KFOX—L.A.
102.5 KGGL—L.A.
103.5 KHHQ—L.A.
105.1 KHICA—L.A.
105.5 KHMS—L.A.
107.3 KHM—L.A.

The above-mentioned Gong has been amazing most of us with his new speaker system. It consists of Jim Lando's new 4-inch high-compliance speaker in a small ducted-port enclosure. The bookshelf-size enclosure measures 20 inches by 14 inches by 12 inches. That little box puts out the cleanest, most fundamental bass I have heard from a small enclosure, and I mean including the AR systems. Seventy dollars will pay for the speaker and buy the plywood for the cabinet.

If you're looking for a low-cost speaker system, but insist on clean sound and small size, be sure to see Jim Lando, especially if you are part of the people at Audio Associates are really happy about it, and will be delighted to let you hear one.

I have a few further observations on the Heathkit FM-4 tuner discussed a few weeks ago. First, it is stable. With the AFC on, it really locks onto stations, even while warming up.

Second, it is better than the Rioo HFT-100. I finally got a chance to compare the two. On strong stations, they sounded identical. On weaker stations, the Heathkit did a superior job of bringing in the audio without distortion or background noise. Coupled with the fact that the Heath sells for $8 less than the Rioo, there is little doubt in my mind which is the better.

Third, the little FM-4 appears to be just as good as the big, expensive PT-1, at least for Los Angeles listening. Perhaps in weaker signal areas the PT-1 would go ahead, but in L.A. there is absolutely no difference between the two, except $25 and an AM section.

** * * *

Well, kiddles, Christmas time is coming up, and it's time to start worrying about gifts for the old folks at home and for your favorite columnists. Here are a few recommendations you might consider for the big conscious on your list:

1) For the high brow: Capitol SAL085, "The Orchestra," Stokowski, still my favorite classic, and beautifully packaged to make a tremendous gift. Costs about $7 regularly, but Record Center may sell it for less.

2) For the low brow: Columbia CL-864, "Ellington at Newport." Although three years old, still the best jazz record in my collection. This record captured that exciting moment in jazz when Paul Gonsalves played 27 consecutive sax choruses, and had the two-tone at Newport dancing in the aisles. A "must" record.

3) For the record collector: An ESL Dust Bug, the ultimate in turntables, $650, but worth its weight in gold.

4) For the man who has a Dust Bug, a large bottle of ethyl glycol, which is apparently the fluid to use on the brush. It's practically free when bought as glycol, and you can add blue food coloring to make it look like the $650-per-case ESL sells.

BY PIERRE SUNDBORG

They're transmission engineers with Michigan Bell Telephone Company in Detroit. Burnett graduated from Western Michigan in 1951 with a B.S. in Physics, spent four years in the Navy, then joined the telephone company. His present work is with carrier systems, as they relate to Direct Distance Dialing facilities.

Dick got his B.S.E.E. degree from Michigan in 1956 and came straight to Michigan Bell. He is currently engineering and administering a program to utilize new, transistorized repeater (amplifier) equipment.

Both men are well qualified to answer a question you might well be asking yourself: "What's in telephone company engineering for me?"

SAYS DICK:

"There's an interesting day's work for you every day. You really have to use your engineering training and you're always working with new developments. I'm with the Michigan Bell Laboratories, which designs a new and more efficient piece of equipment, you are challenged to incorporate it in our system and economically. For example, I have been working on projects utilizing a newly developed voice frequency amplifier, a plug-in type—transistorized—and consumes only two watts, so it has lots of advantages. But I have to figure out where and how it can be used in our spraying network to provide new and improved service. Technological developments like this really put spice in the job."

SAYS BURNELL:

"Training helps, too—and you get the best. Through an interdepartmental training program, you learn how company-wide operations dovetail. You also get a broad background by rotation of assignments. I'm now working with carrier systems, but previously worked in repeater (amplifier) projects as Dick is doing now. Most important, I think you always learn 'practical engineering.' You constantly search for the solution that will be most economical in the long run."

There's more, of course—but you can get the whole story from the Bell interviewer. He'll be visiting your campus before long. Be sure to sit down and talk with him.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
The Callifornia Tech

Winless Techmen Hungry For Homecoming Victory

A somewhat unfortunate Caltech football season winds up tomorrow night as the Beaver varsity hosts Claremont-Harvey Mudd in the annual homecoming tilt. The game begins at 8 p.m.

Although sporting a poor record this year, Claremont has shown more strength against common foes than have the Beavers as the Stags have played close games with Pomona and Riverside. It just might be another long night for the Techmen however the spirit of Homecoming and the dread of a winless season might spur the local football squad out of the doldrums. (For more on homecoming, see "Beaver Chips").

The Beavers managed a second touchdown in the fourth quarter by virtue of a 35-yard pass to Jim Morris, which carried the ball into scoring position. Three plays later backfield Jerry Siegel plunged over for the score. Siegel also scored two more points on the conversion attempt.

The Occidental offense was, if not the best, the weirdest seen this year. The Tigers used a distorted single wing with both sides of the line, from guard to end, split 20 yards from the center, leaving the center, the tailback and the halfback all alone in the center of the field. Caltech tried to stop this attack by spreading the line out across the field with about five-yard split between linemen. This provided the Ox runners with ready-made holes.

The shirt with a future...
You needn't be a man of science to recognize the superior styling of Arrow's Gordon Dover. Its fashion credentials number-the butttondown collar with the perfect pointed base, the finest "Sanforized" oxford cloth, Arrow's outstanding tailoring and enduring fit. Try one—you'll reach for it! $5.00.
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Football Fans Want Homecoming Win

Tomorrow night is the last reckoning for this year's edition of Caltech's homecoming season. For the Beaver football gridiron faithful, there are some discobolus games were played there when the space problem became a problem. The members of the New Student House Committee, the athletic department, the Home athletic association and the California Tech sports staff, they'll all be glad to argue with you!

Welcome to THE CAMPUS BARBER SHOP Near the Coffee Shop ALL HAIRCUTS $1.50 Two Barbers to Serve You!

Watches engineered for accuracy regardless of price. Wicket selected fine lasting Swiss and American makers.

B.D. HOWES & SON Jewelers 336 South Lake Avenue

End Herr Hartung strains for pass which has slipped through defender's hands in game with Oxy. Hartung scored one touchdown on a 60-yard pass from Mel Holland.

The California Tech

Beaver Chips
By Nall and Kah

Among the problems that will evolve with the addition of three new Student Houses is the somewhat perplexing question of what to do with interhouse sports. Anyone who has participated in an interhouse sport knows the many difficulties already involved, difficulties that will only be magnified by the addition of two more teams. (Thrup will not participate any longer.) First of all, there is not enough room for team practice now in most positions. Lineman Carl Gotschall has done a good job at quarterback this year, displaying all the qualities necessary for this position. Linebacker Carl Gotschall has been tremendously successful. From his position alone, it will be a great injustice if he is not named to the SCIAC all-conference team. If Gotschall's spirit were transmitted to the whole team, the Beavers could not boast a better solution.

There are no really sharp solutions to the space problem, for there are better spots. Each Saturday see "Game of the Week"-NBC sponsored by "New Fashion Style that means lasting fashion. See our extensive selection of Arrow shirts-collars, buttons, tabs, plus tabs—all in long-wearing "Sanforized" oxford cloth. Classic stripes, solids, and white. $5.00.

FORECASM: many good years of Fashion...
Arrow Gordon Dover
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The varsity cross-country team ran its victory string to three straight last Friday by downing Claremont - Harvey Mudd, the Stags only brought out four men, so were forced to forfeit, but the local varsity would have won under any circumstances as they swept six of the first eight places.

Sophomore Dick Tuft and Bob Juola again were the mainstays of the team, with Tuft winning in the time of 11:38, and Juola finishing third. Another sophomore, Rich Harris, finished fourth.

Sophomore Dick Tuft has placed first in the cross-country meet this year.

Beaver Soccer Squad Shoutout Riverside, 4-0

Reversing an earlier 3-2 loss, the Caltech soccer team ran its third straight win with a 4-0 shutout over UC at Riverside. The triumph put the Beavers, now holding a 3-2 record, solidly in third place with games with second-place Redlands and conference-leader UCLA coming up.

Ells Cumberback, again leading the offense, booted home a pair of goals to ice the win. For the second consecutive game, a defensive error handed Caltech a "gift" goal as the Riverside fullback kicked in the first goal. Cumberback added a short kick to make the halftime score 2-0. Riverside put their forwards back on defense in a desperate attempt to halt the pressing Beaver offense but Fred Newman quickly tallied the third goal. Cumberback finished the scoring when he tapped a short blocked kick past the charging goalie into the back of the goal.

The Caltech offense, demoralizing play, missed several more scoring opportunities when shots hit the goal standards and bounced back.

The next date, Caltech plays at Redlands hosts the Beavers in a night-time game. Prospects look good for the Caltech team to travel to San Francisco over Thanksgiving vacation to take on the University of San Francisco, recently elected NCAA soccer champions. USP pounded out a decisive win last year in a holiday contest.

Football - -

(Continued from page 6)

The weakest spot in the Caltech defense, however, was the tackling. On nearly every play, some Beaver would miss an easy tackle on a minor line of scrimmage.

Touch Upheld Tradition

A heavy, slow, yet extremely deep Claremont-Harvey Mudd fresh team obliterated the Caltech freshmen last Saturday, 5-12. This brought the total number of points scored against the Beaverbabes to 200 in five games. The Beaverbabes scored on a 6-yard run by Chuck Ryavec, and on a three-yard keeper by quarterback Ron Kristle.

Before the game, the Caltech freshmen elected Jack Arnold and Pryman Rogers co-captains for the season, and both justified the choice of playing outstanding games against the Stags.

CFASTF Hits Big Time

The Caltech Faculty, Staff, Alumni and Friends Soccer Team will put its unbeaten record on the line Saturday morning when they meet the Caltech varsity in TP.

The Smiley Seven Plus Four, under the leadership of Rapid Robert Hutenlocher, have an unblemished 5-0 record. Of course, all five victories have been at the expense of the junior varsity, but to Hutenlocher his "old men" should not be underrated.

The Caltech varsity have a 3-2-3 record, but due to the CFASTF's unique schedule, no comparative scores on which prognosticators might base predictions are available.

Promoter Hutenlocher promises an interesting game for Saturday morning at 10 on the TP soccer field.

Los Angeles State, on the strength of a third-quarter rally, grabbed a hard-fought 5-7 victory over the Beaver water polo team yesterday at Beverlywood High School Tuesday.

Bob Roy, who whipped in six goals in 19 shots, staged a one-man scoring surge in the fourth period, but his three goals weren't enough to catch the State team. Roger Blind, again seeing limited action, scored the only other Caltech goal in the second quarter.

The three State forwards each netted a pair of goals to spread the attack with four goals in the third stanza and two in the final quarter, assuring the win.

Looking forward to conference play, the Beavers host ever-dangerous Pomona, currently holding the conference lead, tomorrow, and Oxy next Tuesday, with second place hanging in the balance.

Claremont Drops Beavers

Caltech dropped into a tie for third place in the SCIAC last night as UCI beat them, 6-2. The Beavers had defeated the Stags previously this season, 8-3.

Caltech went ahead early in the first quarter and maintained this lead until the brilliant ball handling of the UCI team proved too much and the Stags went ahead to stay early in the second quarter. More from Claremont-Harvey Mudd and Gary Tibbetts from Caltech looked especially good in the game. Caltech was hampered by sharpshooter Bob Ruby's absence for much of the game due to a bad cold.

Pomona meets the Beavers here tomorrow and are highly favored to win. Pomona has had little trouble in their drive to retain their league championship this year.

Next Tuesday aces an Oxy-Caltech rematch. Oxy won the first match two weeks ago by a decisive margin, but Caltech hopes to even the score.

Water Poloists Hit Skids, Drop Two Close Ones

To Candidates for Baccalaureate and Advanced Degrees in the Engineering and Scientific Disciplines

MITRE, a systems engineering and development organization, has the following opportunities for the fresh graduate involved in the design, development, evaluation and integration of the many varied air defense systems.

Formed under the sponsorship of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology with a staff nucleus composed of the scientists who designed and developed the SAGE System, MITRE affords individuals accelerated professional growth in a multi-disciplined environment. There exists freedom of choice in assignments ranging from system design through prototype development to advanced operations research.

We invite you to discuss with us how your academic training can be effectively utilized in one of these stimulating areas:

- SYSTEM DESIGN
- COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
- REAL-TIME COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS
- RADAR TECHNIQUES
- OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
- WEAPONS SYSTEM INTEGRATION
- HUMAN ENGINEERING
- COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
- ELECTRONIC WARFARE
- INTEGRATED SYSTEM EVALUATION

The above openings are available at MITRE's modern facilities in suburban Boston, Massachusetts - Fort Walton Beach, Florida - and Montgomery, Alabama.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19

Please contact your Placement Director for appointment

THE MITRE CORPORATION

244 Wood Street - Lexington 73, Massachusetts

A brochure more fully describing MITRE and its activities is available on request

T H E  C A L I F O R N I A  T E C H

Thursday, November 19, 1959

Page Seven
McCombs Suggests "New Way of Life"

(Continued from page 2) refuses to carry out some of his duties, society usually finds it necessary to curtail some of his rights, much as it hates to do so. When a citizen refuses to respect the right of ownership of others — i.e., he steals — society finds it necessary to curtail his rights of freedom by putting him in jail. As demonstrated in Russia, China, and throughout the Communist world, and more recently in Kerala and TBtet, the Communists have no tolerance for non-Communist ideas once they gain power. Therefore, we are faced with the tricky problem of a non-tolerant individual in a tolerant society — or more correctly, a non-tolerant culture existing beside a more-tolerant culture.

HUAC Not the Answer

It seems clear to me that the HUAC is no answer to the problem. Outlawing Communism by trying to expose it does not destroy its ideology. And yet, allowing Communist Party members to continue to attempt to advance the cause of the USSR within our borders doesn’t seem very wise, either. If you talk to a few persons, as I have done this summer, from Asia, Africa and South America, you will probably wind up with the same cold chills I have. It is highly conceivable that long before 1941 America could be standing alone against a large Communist world. At that point, the existence of a well-organized network of agents committed to the advancement of Communism inside our nation seems a bit risky. In other words, the argument that we will lose our freedoms by taking away from the Communists seems to double back on itself when extended into the future. We’d lose them anyway.

It seems to me that there is no chance of satisfying the masses with the status quo. People are determined to have a better world, and many are willing to die for that purpose. The Communists propose that by eliminating the money-grubbing capitalists we will achieve a world where all can share alike and build a paradise on earth. Unfortunately, as the USSR has so beautifully demonstrated, the greedy capitalists are gone, we have to deal with greedy commissars or dictators. The real problem is human nature.

If we could change human nature — build hate-free and greed-free men — there would be no need to kill anyone. “If everyone cared enough, and everybody shared enough, wouldn’t everybody have enough?” Then the economic system would be irrelevant. It wouldn’t make my difference whether we lived under capitalism or socialism, so long as everyone were satisfied. But no one has ever claimed that human nature could be changed — or have they? It seems that religions, by for centuries claimed that God can change human nature. Like most cynical Tech agnostics I laughed at that and simply said — “Look the Christian! They haven’t changed much.”

Christianity in Practice

But this summer I have seen Christianity in practice. I have seen former leaders of the Mao Mao working with white settlers from Kenya. I have seen men with 25 and 30 years' experience as revolutionaries and Communists working with the capitalists whom they used to fight; I have seen Japanese and Filipinos, Dutch and Indonesians, Germans and French, British and Indians, all working together to build a new world based on the revolutionary principle that human nature can change.

Most convincing of all, I have felt it work inside myself. The motives and goals of my life have been completely changed. I have decided to let God run my life, and here found it a completely practical — and incidentally, exhilarating — way to live.

“Decide to Act

The world will be won by those who decide to fight for it. The Communists decided long ago, and they have won half of it already. But I think that the most reactionary man in the world is the man who wants to see the world different, but is unwilling to be different himself. That’s why I’ve decided to take the drastic step of trying to live my life by absolute moral standards.

This summer I’ve seen the history of the world being changed by leaders and by common clods like you and I who are making the same decision.

Khrushchev has predicted that Eisenhower’s grandchildren will be living in a Communist America. I am betting my life that Mr. K.'s grandchildren will be revolutionary Christians living in a world in which men have learned to deal with hate, fear, and greed and to work together under God.

Earthquake Drill

(Continued from page 1) volunteer victims, to one of the three hospitals for treatment. The drill will end at 2 p.m. with coffee and doughnuts served to the volunteers and nurses. Attempts are being made to hold a special event, such as a dance or dinner with attendance limited to only the nurses and Tech volunteers.

On-campus students can sign up lists in the Student House lounges, while off-campus students can sign up with Safety Engineer Charles Easley in Lower Thorpe or with Bob Koh in Blacker.

Feed of CRANBERRY PIZZA! Then it’s ROMA GARDENS — 1120 E. Green For Quick Service Call SY 2-9748 Open Daily 5-12 P.M.; Fri. & Sat. 5 P.M.-2 A.M.; Sun. 5-9 P.M. Will Deliver Orders for More Than 3 Pizza